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What do we know about the Haywards?
In this research report I have documented what we know of the Hayward family.
Unfortunately, little verbal family history beyond our grandparents, Ernest and May Hayward
and their generation, has been handed down so this research is reliant to a great extent on
the official records that I have been able to find.
This report is organised by the Hayward paternal line from Barbara Hayward to Ernest, her
father, then Matthias Hayward and on to his father James Dixon Hayward. The final section
is an attempt to identify James Dixon Hayward’s “reputed father” – James Dixon.
Hayward family history is difficult to follow beyond about 1840 when birth, marriage and
death registration was introduced because “Hayward” is a very common name in England,
having is origins in the Middle Ages as an occupation name.
The surname is derived from an official title. 'the hayward’, a keeper of cattle, literally 'hedgewatcher'; v. Hay or Hey. There were two kinds of Haywards: the hayward of the town or
village, who kept the common cattle from straying or trespassing; and the hayward of the
lord of the manor, or religious house.
It will be noted that there are separate family research reports on Barbara Flack, nee
Hayward (1915-1979) and Arthur Hayward (1889-1962) which can be accessed on-line at:
https://wheredoyouthinkyoucomefrom.com/hayward-family-history-reports/
From the information contained in the documents reported here, several observations can be
made as follows:
1) This Hayward family appears to have had a strong creative tradition. Barbara Flack, nee
Hayward won awards for her drawing and paintings. Arthur Hayward, her uncle became
a famous artist with pictures in the Royal Academy in London. Matthias Hayward (18501940), Barbara Flack’s grandfather, is recorded in 1857 in his son Ernest Hayward’s
baptism certificate as “Theatrical Actor” and in the 1901 Census Matthias Hayward is
recorded as a 50-year-old “Performer”.
2) Despite a family tradition that the Haywards were from Lancashire, the records clearly
show that this Hayward family came from Hampshire and Dorset. Ernest Hayward’s
father, Matthias, was born in Hampshire but his family had moved to Southport by the
time he married Margaret Pollard (1857-1946) in July 1875 and his 4 brothers, and 2
sisters were all born in Southport between 1877-1895.
3) It seems clear that both James Dixon Hayward and his son Matthias’ families moved
around the country frequently as part of their jobs as a commercial traveller and as a
performer. We know that Matthias had moved to Southport by the time he married
Margaret in 1875. It seems likely that Matthias would have been attracted to Southport in
the 1870-80 period as Southport was becoming a refined seaside resort often now
preferred to its neighbour-up-the-coast, Blackpool. There would have been many
opportunities for both a travelling salesman and a performer. In Annex A, I have included
an article on the life of commercial travellers in the 19th century
4) It appears that the Matthias and Margaret Hayward, nee Pollard (1857-1946) were able
to ensure their children got good educations with Ernest and Arthur able to attend tertiary
colleges.
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Barbara Hayward (1915-1979)
My mother, Barbara Flack nee Hayward was a remarkable woman. She was an outgoing,
gregarious and social character who made her presence known at every social occasion.
Yet she was a loving mother and a strong woman who lived life to the full despite going
through some difficult times. I have previously written a research report on her life story
which can be accessed by clicking here
In this report I hope to record the results of further research into the Hayward family history.
Barbara Hayward was born in Middlesbrough on 28th December 1915, the second daughter
of Ernest Hayward and May Hayward, nee Chambers.

Barbara Hayward’s Birth Registration
shows that although she was born in
1915, her birth was not registered until
1916.
When Barbara was born, her mother,
May, was living with her mother, Sarah
Chambers at 121 Victoria Road
Middlesbrough while her father, Sergeant
Ernest Hayward was away in the Army.
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When Barbara’s father, Ernest enlisted in the Territorial Army’s 595th Company Royal
Engineers in January 1912, he recorded his employer “D Varley & Co” (a well-known
engineering company in Middlesbrough at the time) and his address as 8 Lonsdale Street,
Middlesbrough.
When Joan Hayward, Barbara’s next younger sister, was born on 25 November 1918, the
family was continuing to live in Middlesbrough, however by the time Geraldine Hayward was
born in the September Quarter of 1924, the family had moved to live in Ormskirk, about eight
miles from Southport where their father’s family came from.
An examination of the Electoral Rolls for the period 1918-1940 revealed that Barbara’s
family were recorded in 1925 living at 17 Yew Tree Road, Ormskirk. In September 1939,
shortly after the outbreak of World War 2, a type of census, known as the Register of
Residents of England and Wales1 was conducted and the records show that Barbara
Hayward was resident at 9 Blundell Drive Southport with her mother and father as shown in
the following transcription:

(It will be noted that there are numerous transcription errors in this extract from the official
records, however, the following copy of the original entry for Barbara Hayward has been
made available. It shows that the entry was updated in 1942 when she married H.E D.
“Douglas” Flack:

Further, that because of privacy related restrictions at the time the transcription was
conducted in the 1990s, the records of three people resident at 9 Blundell Drive were
redacted. It is assumed that those redacted were Joan Hayward, Geraldine Hayward and
Susan Hayward and did not include Margaret “Peggy” Maddox, nee Hayward who was
already married in September 1939.

1

The 1939 Register is one of the most important twentieth century genealogical resources for England and Wales. The 1931 census was
destroyed by fire. No census was taken in 1941 because of the war. So the 1939 register is the only national census-like resource available
for this period. Once war became inevitable the British Government knew they had to issue National Identity cards. They planned for the
wide-scale mobilisation of the population and the eventual introduction of rationing. The most recent census was now almost a decade
old, so more up-to-date statistics were needed. Some preparations had already begun for the 1941 census, so the Government capitalised
on this to take a register of the civilian population. They issued Identity cards immediately afterwards (which were used until 1952).
The Government constantly updated and changed the 1939 Register over time to take account of changes of address or deaths. When
they introduced rationing in 1941, they planned it with information from the 1939 Register. The 1939 Register eventually formed the basis
of the NHS registration system.
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Ernest Hayward (1887-1965)
Ernest Hayward’s birth was registered at Ormskirk, Lancashire in the June Quarter of 1887
as follows;

And he was baptised at Christ Church of England, Southport on 15 May 1887.

The Baptism Certificate lists Ernest’s father as Mathias Hayward, living in Southport, with the
occupation as “Theatrical Actor” and mother as Margaret.
Three years later, the 1891 Census lists Ernest Hayward, aged 3, born in Southport
Lancashire, living with his father and mother Matthias, aged 40, Traveller, born Gosport,
Hampshire, mother Margaret, aged 32, born Weaverham, Cheshire and Arthur, aged 1, born
Southport, lodgers at 62 Grange Rd, Frindsbury, Kent.
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The 1901 Census lists Ernest Hayward, aged 13,
born Southport Lancashire living at 64 Leonard
Street, Warrington, Lancashire with his mother
Margaret Hayward aged 43, own means, born
Weaverham Cheshire and three children:
•
•
•

Arthur Hayward, aged 11
Elsie Hayward, aged 8 and
Clarice Hayward aged 6.

Ernest Hayward and May Chambers were married
on 27 December 1909 in Middlesbrough.

The 1911 Census lists Ernest Hayward, aged 23, born Southport, a Clerk in Wire Works and
May Hayward, aged 19, born Middlesboro, as living at 8 Lonsdale Street Southport with
their 1 month old daughter Margaret May Hayward, born Middlesboro (Yorks).
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A search of the few World War service records that do exist revealed that Ernest Hayward
served in the 595th Company, Royal Engineers first in the Territorial Army. He enlisted on 29
January 1912 it was then 595th North Riding Fortress Company. A brief history of the North
Riding Fortress Company appears below.

Extract from The Wartime Memories
Project

472020 Private Ernest Hayward enlisted in the North Riding Fortress Company, Royal
Engineers on 12 February 1912 with a medical rating of 2B, meaning that he unsuitable for
front-line service.
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His service record shows that he was appointed Lance Corporal on 28 November 1914,
posted to Liverpool as Acting Sergeant Clerk on 28 September 1915 and then to Chatham
on 27 March 1917 as Acting Warrant Officer.
His service record includes the following hand-written notes:
“Brought to the notice of the Secr of State for War for valuable services rendered in
connection with the War. Vide War Office Communique d/28 ?? 19??
“Mention in London Gazette d/24.2.17 for valuable service rendered in connection
with the War”
Campaigns – “Home” 5-8-1914 to
“Bombardment of Tees & Hartlepool 16-2-14”
WO Hayward was awarded the British War Medal, the Meritorious Service Medal vide
London Gazette and Territorial Force Efficiency Medal rising to the rank of Warrant Officer
Class 1 as “Supervising Clerk” at Chatham Barracks where he was discharged from full-time
service “fit” on his own request on 15 November 1919.

Sergeant (Acting Warrant Officer) Ernest Hayward
retired from the Territorial Army in 1923 and
resumed his career as a Manager with Varley and
Co.

The family subsequently moved to Southport
where his family had called home for some years.
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Ernest and May Hayward had five daughters as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Margaret May Maddox, nee Hayward known as “Peggy” born 1 March 1911,
Middlesbrough, Yorkshire
Barbara Flack, nee Hayward born 28 December 1915, Middlesbrough, Yorkshire
Joan Jacobs, nee Hayward born 27 November 1918
Geraldine Buckenham, nee Hayward born 2 June 1924 at Southport, Lancashire
Susan Shaw, nee Hayward (living) Southport, Lancashire

Geraldine Buckenham,
nee Hayward (1924-2013)

Barbara Flack, nee Hayward
(1915-1979)
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The family oral tradition is that Ernest Hayward joined the
Southport Borough Council before the Second World War and
rose to become the Town Clerk of Southport before retiring in
the 1950s. He was a keen philatelist and book collector. He
was proud to show visitors to his Blundell Drive Southport
address his “Penny Black” stamp.
Ernest Hayward’s siblings were:
•
•
•
•
•

Harold Hayward
Edgar Hayward
Arthur Hayward, born 1890 Southport, Lancashire
Elsie Hayward born 1893 Southport, and
Clarice Hayward born 1895 Southport

Ernest Hayward died at Southport on 26 August 1965. A simple Death

Notice and Return of Thanks appeared in
the Southport Newspaper.

As previously stated, Ernest Hayward was the fourth child and third son of Matthias Hayward
and Margaret Hayward nee Pollard as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Edgar Hayward (1877-1938)
Ethel Hayward (1880- )
Harold Hayward (1882-1957)
Ernest Hayward (1887-1965)
Arthur Hayward (1889-1962)
Elsie Hayward (1892-1980)
Clarice Hayward (1895-1976)
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Great Grandfather Matthias Hayward’s
Matthias Hayward’s birth was registered in April 1850 at Alverstoke, Gosport, Hampshire,
however no church baptism record could be located for him.

Matthias’s family are recorded in the 1851 Census as living at 1 Matrimony Street,
Portsmouth as follows:

No record could be located for Matthias Hayward, his parents, James D Hayward or
Suzanna Hayward or his siblings in the 1861 Census. Although no record could be located
for James D Hayward in the 1861 Census, there are records of a person by the name “Jas.
Hayward” of roughly the same age recorded as a seaman in the 1861 Census.
By the time of the 1871 Census, Matthias, aged 20, was living with his parents at Parsons
Street London Yard, Banbury, Oxfordshire. Matthias was recorded as a “China Dealers
Shopman” and his father, James, a “Basket Maker Journeyman”.
1871 Census
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On 25 July 1875 Matthias married Margaret Pollard at St Paul’s Church of England in
Southport, Lancashire. Matthias was recorded as a “Traveller” on their Wedding
Registration. Matthias’s brother Enos and sister Alice were witnesses at the wedding.

The 1881 Census lists Matthias as a “Visitor”, his wife Margaret and two children, Edgar,
aged 4 and Erhel aged 1, staying with his brother James and his wife, Ellens at 57 Wards
Fold, Pudsey, near Leeds in West Yorkshire. Matthias, now aged 30 is listed as a
“Commercial Traveller”

The 1891 Census records Matthias’s young family as lodgers at 62 Grange Road,
Rochester. His occupation is recorded as “Traveller” and his two youngest children, Ernest,
aged 3 and Arthur aged 1 are with them.
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The three older children, Edgar, aged 14, Ethel, aged 11 and Harold, aged 9 are recorded
as “Boarder”, living with the Welton family in Scaborough, Yorkshire on Census night 1891.

The 1901 Census records Matthias Hayward as a 50-year-old “Boarder” living at 26
Bearland Road, Gloucester with the occupation “Performer”. He does not have his family
with him.

The 1901 Census also reveals that, on Census night, Margaret and the children were living
at 64 Leonard Street, Warrington, Lancashire.

The 1911 Census finds Matthias and Margaret Hayward with most of their family living at 31
Fairfield Road Stockton Heath, Warrington. The 60-year-old Matthias is recorded as a
Sewing Machine Salesman.

The oldest son, Edgar Hayward (1877- ) had married Bessie Miles in 1910 and the newly
married couple were then living in Stockton Heath, Cheshire.
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The 1939 Register records a Matthias, born 23 May 1850, Retired Piano Salesman and
Margaret Hayward, born 28th September 1857 resident at 31 Fairfield Road Runcorn,
Cheshire.

Matthias Hayward died in Runcorn, Cheshire
died in the December Quarter of 1940 in
Runcorn Cheshire, aged 90.

Margaret Hayward died in Runcorn,
Cheshire in the December Quarter of
1946 aged 88.

As previously stated (see p.11), Matthias Hayward’s father and mother were James Dixon
Hayward and Suzannah Thorne.
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Great Great Grandfather James Dixon Hayward
As previously noted, Matthias’s father and mother, Susannah Hayward, nee Thorne, are
recorded in the 1851 Census as living at 1 Matrimony Street, Portsmouth as follows:

The 1851 Census records James D Hayward as 37 years of age, born in Portsea,
Hampshire, and his wife as Susannah, aged 34, also born in Portsea, Hampshire as
Matthias’s parents. (This record indicates that James D Hayward was born about 1816+/-1
year in Portsea, Hampshire.)
Since birth registration was not required in England until 1837, searches of Church baptism
records in the Counties around Portsea were conducted and revealed a baptism of a James
Dixon Hayward, son of Margaret Hayward (no father recorded) at Shapwick, Dorset (about
50 miles west of Portsea) on 12 April 1814.

Details on James and Susannah Hayward’s (nee Thorne) marriage Certificate show that
James Hayward, basket maker of Sturminster Newton in Dorset, was the son of James
Dixon “Reputed Father”, “Surgeon in the Navy”.
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The 1841 Census records “Jas. Hayward”, Basket Maker aged 28 and Susan Hayward,
aged 25 living in Alverstoke Gosport with their son, Henry Hayward aged 2.

The 1851 Census (see above) records James Hayward, aged 57 and his wife Susanna
resident at 111 Matrimony Street Portsea with their 5 children
•
•
•
•
•

Elijah, aged 11, Errand Boy
James, aged 8, Scholar
Enos, aged 5, Scholar
Tabitha, aged 2
Matthias, aged 10 months

No record could be located for a James D Hayward or his family in the 1861 Census.
Although no record could be located for James D Hayward in the 1861 Census, there are
records of a person by the name “Jas. Hayward” of roughly the same age recorded as a
seaman in the 1861 Census. No trace of James’s family was located in the 1861 Census.
As noted above on page 9, the 1871 Census, records James Hayward, aged 57, a “Basket
Maker Journeyman” resident with his wife Susanna and children Ann S. aged 22, Matthias,
aged 20 and Edmund, aged 15, at Parsons Street London Yard, Banbury, Oxfordshire.
The 1881 and 1891 Census records James Hayward, aged 67, Basket Maker and Susannah
Hayward, aged 65, living together without any of their now-adult children in St Helens,
Lancashire.
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James Dixon Hayward died at 13 Eastbourne Road Southport, Lancashire on 6th March
1895, aged 78 years.

The 1901 Census records Suzannah Hayward, Widow, aged 85, living with her son, John E
Hayward and his family at 12 Railway Terrace, Southport.
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Susannah Hayward died at the Ormskirk Workhouse, Lancashire on 5 April 1909, aged 92.

Interior of Ormskirk Work House c.1912

Who was “James Dixon” - “Surgeon in the Navy”, father of James Dixon Hayward?
An extensive search of the records available on-line found several records that strongly
indicate that the James Dixon referred to as James Dixon Hayward’s father was James
Charters Dickson (1786-1850)
The following evidence is presented in support of that finding:
1. As noted above, a baptism of a James Dixon Hayward, son of Margaret Hayward (no

father recorded) is recorded at Shapwick, Dorset (about 50 miles west of Portsea) on
12 April 1814.

Comment: The inclusion of “Dixon” as the second given name in James’s 1814 baptism is
indicative of a close connection with someone with either a surname or given name of Dixon.
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It will be noted that on Mary Ann Hayward’s marriage certificate, she signed with a “X”
suggesting that the name Dixon may have been recorded from verbal advice.
2. As noted above, James Dixon Hayward’s marriage certificate states that his father

was “reputed” to be James Dixon, a Surgeon in the Navy.

3. Searches of the available records for a Naval Surgeon by the name of James Dixon

during the period 1812-1815 failed to find a record that matched the available
information; however, two records were found of Naval Surgeons by the name of
James Dickson who served during that period.
•

Surgeon James Dickson is listed in the Royal Navy List from 23 March 1809 and
is recorded as having been employed as surgeon superintendent on the following
convict ships usually signed his name James Dickson. All the surgeon's journals
of the following convict ships had a similar style of writing -

- Countess of Harcourt to NSW in 1824 from 3rd March to 17 July 1824.
- Woodford in 1826 to VDL, from 13th July 1824 to 24th December 1824

- Florentia to NSW in 1828, from 23 July 1828 to 14th January 1829
- Norfolk to NSW in 1829, from 28th April to 7th September 1829.
He was listed in the Navy Lists as unfit for service for a period in 1811.
•

Surgeon James Dickson (1786-1850) This surgeon was recorded as fit for
service from 21 October 1811 to 1841 and was employed on one convict ship
voyage Vittoria to NSW from 1 August 1828 to 30 January 1829.

4. Using a timeline to estimate when either of these Naval Surgeons could have been

James Dixon Hayward’s father, it was found that the second named surgeon is more
likely that Surgeon, James Charters Dickson (1786-1850), was James Dixon
Hayward’s (born April 1814) father.
5. James Dickson of HMS Winsor Castle is recorded in Hampshire marriages as follows
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The following is an extract from Wikipedia outlining HMS Windsor Castle’s service.
HMS Windsor Castle was a 98-gun second-rate ship of the line of the Royal Navy,
launched on 3 May 1790 at Deptford Dockyard
Windsor Castle was part of Robert Calder's fleet at the Battle of Cape Finisterre in
1805. She shared in the prize and head money for San Rafael and Firme captured
on that day.
On 25 September a French squadron of five frigates and two corvettes under
Commodore Eleonore-Jean-Nicolas Soleil was escorting a convoy ferrying supplies
and troops to the French West Indies. A British squadron intercepted the convoy,
which led to the action of 25 September 1806, where the British captured four of the
frigates: Armeide, Minerva, Indefatigable, and Gloire. The frigate Thétis and the
corvette Sylphe escaped, with Lynx managing to outrun Windsor Castle.
While in the Mediterranean she served during Vice Admiral Sir John Duckworth's
unsuccessful 1807 Dardanelles Operation. On 19 February, Windsor Castle suffered
seven men wounded while forcing the Dardanelles. Near a redoubt on Point
Pesquies the British encountered a Turkish squadron of one ship of 64 guns, four
frigates and eight other vessels, most of which they ran aground. Marines from
Pompee spiked the 31 guns on the redoubt. On 27 February Windsor Castle had one
man killed assisting a Royal Marine landing party on the island of Prota.
On the way out, the Turkish castle at Abydos fired on the British squadron. Granite
cannonballs weighing 7-800 pounds and measuring 6'6" in circumference hit Windsor
Castle, Standard and Active. Windsor Castle was badly damaged when an 800pound stone shot from a Turkish cannon sheared off her main mast.[6] Windsor
Castle had four men killed and 20 wounded in the withdrawal. In all, the British lost
29 killed and 138 wounded. No ship was lost.
Windsor Castle accompanied Duckworth on the Alexandria expedition of 1807, and
in May left Alexandria and sailed to Malta.
HMS Windsor Castle was reduced to a 74-gun ship in 1814, and was eventually
broken up in 1839.
Comment: It seems likely that Surgeon James Dickson served with HMS Windsor Castle
during the latter years of the Napoleonic War (1811-1815) and may have been posted
aboard the ship in Portsmouth harbour during its recommissioning in 1813-14 - the year prior
to James Dixon Hayward’s birth in April 1814.
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Surgeon James Charters Dickson was born in West Lothian, Scotland in 1786 and trained
as a surgeon in Edinburgh from 1806-1810 and joined the Navy as a surgeon in 1811. He
remained unmarried until 26 October 1818 when he married Janet Jeffry. The couple went
on to have eight children. James Charters Dickson died in 1850 at his family home in
Keppoch, Ross and Cromarty, Scotland.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Annex A.
Insights into the life of a “Traveller” in 19 th century England
(Extracts from “On the Road: travelling salesmen and experiences of mobility in Britain” by
French, M. 2010, published in Journal of Transport History, 31 (2). pp. 133-150. ISSN 00225266)
Commercial travellers took goods, samples or pattern books to show to shopkeepers or
manufacturers with the aim of selling items or booking orders. Their judgements influenced
decisions about creditworthiness and their reports on market conditions and demand
affected product development. It was a burgeoning occupation, emphasising its economic
value. Initially wholesale merchants were the main employers of commercial travellers who,
therefore, sold a range of products made by different firms. By the late nineteenth century
manufacturers, particularly of consumer goods, were increasingly employing their own
travellers to promote branded products in order to direct sales efforts and to understand their
markets better.
Differences in income and status became more acute between the well-established
travellers for leading national firms in the confectionery, tobacco and engineering sectors
and the far less secure commission salesmen, often engaged for a short season, in the
textile trades. Even more marked was the divide from the door-to-door salesman,
canvassing for orders for vacuum-cleaners or encyclopaedias.
In comparison commercial travellers worked set routes intensively and used horses to cover
greater distances, though there were similarities in the regularity of their journeys. Schedules
were set by employers to maximise contacts with potential customers rather than being
linked to fairs and market days.
Popp’s study of a Midlands hardware factor around 1810-1814 revealed a similar pattern of
two routes each travelled twice per year with journeys averaging between thirty-five days
and forty-seven days. Liverpool, Manchester and Rochdale were the most visited
destinations as the travellers combined close attention to major wholesaling centres with
trips to more remote villages. A similar focus on key population and marketing centres was
evident among travellers in the 1820s for a London bookseller who focused on Durham, Hull,
Liverpool, Leeds, Manchester and Newcastle. But the bookseller primarily used agencies to
cover these towns: two agencies and a few travellers visited between one and seven towns
each. Other individual travellers covered a far wide area, each calling on retailers in between
twenty-three and forty-nine locations across northern England and the Scottish borders. This
pattern was institutionalised in many trades by the distinction between town travellers who
concentrated on one or more urban areas and the country travellers who ranged more
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widely. George Moore sold lace in northern England and Ireland in the 1830s while another
partner in the firm worked a Midlands route. From ten country and three town travellers in
1841, Moore’s business expanded to seventeen country and ten town travellers by 1852.
As a country traveller William Cubitt worked two routes in 1835 for an Oxfordshire worsted
manufacturer, taking about six weeks for each trip. He visited drapers in the same districts in
spring, summer and winter which suggests seeing a regular clientele according to the firm’s
set schedule. While major market towns were to the fore, the pattern of orders indicated a
sales strategy based on generating small, but regular, quantities of business from large
regional territories through repeated visits.
Cubitt booked seventy-four orders from a total of twenty-six different towns and cities across
northern and eastern England. Only York, Leeds, Grantham and Nottingham yielded orders
on more than one journey: York generated sixteen orders, Hull five orders and Leeds six
orders, but mainly Cubitt took between one and three orders per town. In addition, he made
some sales to independent travellers, possibly peddlers.
According to Throne Crick, the majority of travellers in the 1840s spent 300 days on the
road, which represented a substantial increase compared to the individual cases cited so far.
As the first extensive review of all aspects of commercial travelling, Crick’s account carries
weight. He too identified the pattern of regional routes, citing an eastern counties tour lasting
six weeks, for example. More detailed evidence can be gleaned from the diary of Jane Large
from Devon in 1848 because her husband, William, was a traveller employed by Nicholsons
of London, presumably a merchant house. Based on Jane’s diary, William Large was away
from home for 223 days out of the year which was significantly less than Crick’s average of
300 days, but more than Jospeh Dixon’s peddling route of 1822.
The commercial traveller’s pattern of regular routes was apparent: one in Wales completed
three times during the year; a Devon and Cornwall route undertaken three times; and a route
through Hampshire and Dorset which was covered twice. The south-western route was
closest to home and took only two weeks, reducing William’s time away. The other journeys
lasted for around thirty days each, far less than the duration of the hardware travellers’ trips
in the early nineteenth century. In part, at least, the shorter time away was due to Large’s
residential location: he lived in his territory rather than travelling out from his company’s
home base and only visited the London office once during the year. Advances in postal
communications and the general infrastructures for travel and banking may well have
facilitated such specialisation without firms losing contact with, or control over, their
salesmen.
The long tours and distinct regional routes remained a feature in the drapery trade into the
1860s when Symons’s eastern counties route lasted three months. And one traveller in the
1870s reportedly only took one week’s holiday in the summer and ten days at Christmas,
though he did not travel on Saturdays. Holidays could be costly and risky since travellers
often had to find a replacement to cover their ground and might lose orders or even, if the
substitute proved more effective, their position. There are signs, however, that the length of
country sales trips declined in the later nineteenth century.
A drapery route in the Home Counties took three to four weeks and a northern route lasted
six to eight weeks. In 1909 it was more common to work ‘in and out’ across the territory,
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covering half during one week before returning home and covering the other half in the
following week. By the 1920s a traveller on the same Home Counties route returned home
each weekend. One salesman contrasted his weeklong road trips to his father’s four month
absences; another noted that three month tours had been replaced by returning home each
weekend. It is likely that these changes had the greatest impact for country travellers who,
though still away for longer than town travellers, spent shorter periods on the road.
As time continually away from home declined, the frequency of contact with customers
increased. Shaw’s hardware salesmen averaged around seventy customers in one year
from visiting thirty to forty towns. In the 1850s an old salesman stated that he had visited
major cities every six weeks and smaller towns every three months.
A Reckitt’s traveller similarly recommended visiting major town every six weeks in the 1870s.
Reckitts created a new category of sub-travellers who visited smaller retailers and
canvassed consumers directly with samples of their washing powders, supported by
advertising. As Church shows, firms focused their efforts on smaller territories and on
contacting more of the small shops. In the 1880s, Allen was clear that contacts with
customers had become more frequent: ‘In the driving days I visited my customers every two
months, which was considered by many of them as much too often.’ By the 1880s he
reported seeing customers every four weeks and some every two weeks.
Parcel post and the carrier network apparently allowed retailers to buy smaller quantities
more often rather than making only two large orders each year. Salesmen, Allen argued,
now visited many more towns each week, saw more customers though for shorter periods,
and faced more intensive competition for orders. Burroughs Wellcome expected their
travellers to make more than 45 calls per week to doctors and chemists in the 1880s. A high
turnover rate among the firm’s travellers indicated the resulting pressures.
According to Schivelbusch, railways industrialised travel, accelerating its pace and
transformed the experience from one of contacts with fellow travellers and different localities
to one of a hasty rather confined transit between destinations. Crick’s account in the 1840s
lends support to the claim that railways brought greater pace and urgency: ‘the innovation of
steam and the continual onward movement of the day, have dissipated the quietude of a
commercial career and all that pertain to commerce must be effected at railway speed, to
keep pace with the excessive competition of the times’.
Since nostalgia was a constant theme in a competitive occupation, the impact of railways
should not be overstated. Trains were an asset in terms of speed and carrying capacity. In
the 1850s the commercial traveller was apparently recognizable at railway stations for his
‘sundry weather-beaten, brass-cornered, matter-of-fact-looking boxes, in which are
deposited his samples, a portmanteau, hat case, portable desk, together with a pile of
overcoats, rugs, and mufflers, sufficient for an expedition in search of the north-west
passage.’
Adjustment to rail journeys was swift; by the 1870s practicalities and comfort mattered more
to traveling salesmen rather than the novelties of a train journey. Thus the experienced
commercial got his luggage stowed, chose a carriage in the centre of the train, preferably in
a mixed 1st and 2nd class coach which would be better sprung and more comfortable,
ideally had no children in it, and sat with his back to the engine to avoid dust. Much humour
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in trade journals and magazines for salesmen featured ways of tricking fellow passengers on
trains or gaining more space and comfort at someone else’s expense. Avoiding excess
railway charges for luggage was virtually an obsession.
Commercial travellers’ associations devoted a great deal of attention to the cost, frequency
and quality of railway travel. One petition for cheap rail travel to allow return home at
weekends attracted 650-700 signatures. Contacts with porters and the hotel manservant-the
‘Boots’- were vital to transferring luggage from trains to the hotel storage rooms and
travellers’ complaints frequently centred on the costs and challenges of transporting their
luggage on and off trains or in and out of hotels, complaining about delays and seeking
damages when trains were late or cancelled or luggage was lost.
Railways and the networks of commercial hotels provided the basic infrastructure for
commercial travellers until the adoption of motor cars in the twentieth century.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------A Family Tree showing the descendants of Mary Ann Howard (1816-

) is attached.
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